CASE
STUDY

Mainframe Capacity Management:
Advanced Architecture for SMF
Data Collection
CHALLENGE
A big commercial bank had the problem to automate the huge amount of SMF data produced
on all their LPARs.
The goal was to have a linear ﬂow, automated and easy to manage, because even small delays
on the collection of the SMF data were ampliﬁed by the amount of data arriving from all the
LPARs.
An hour delay could take six hours more to complete the daily SMF data collection.

SOLUTION
They created a started task that is managing the production of the SMF dumps on the
Mainframe. This task may force a SMF dump and create some ﬁles with speciﬁc clustering of
SMF records: one for CICS, one for Db2, one for RMF, one for Address Space activity, etc.
It also sends the data to the EPV server.

BENEFITS
Every day an automated procedure controls that the SMF data from 40 LPARs arrive correctly
and is loaded without errors. When miss behaviors occur, it takes automated decisions and try
to resolve the issues without external intervention. If it’s not able to ﬁx the problem, it sends
an alert to the Capacity Management team and open a ticket to the Support Team.
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We are not simply a software vendor.
We will always be at your side helping you reach
your business goals.
EPV: people you can trust.
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